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European assortment

INTREPID S3
Our new collection has landed: with the EAGLE collection we
take a giant step forward in affordable safety footwear. This
unique collection is designed to deliver the highest safety,
comfort and design at the most competitive price.

A NEW STANDARD IN COMFORT

›› Upper of Action leather/abrasion resistant PU toecap
›› Eyelets from metal
›› Steel penetration resistant insert
›› Steel toecap
›› Breathable mesh lining
›› Dual density PU-sole
›› Footbed (from PU foamed) OrthoLite
›› Width W
›› Size range: W 35-49
›› Uk size range: 2-14 (including 6.5 and 9.5)

The level of comfort is unprecedented in this price range.
Besides the light weight — a pair of EAGLE’s is around 100 grams
lighter than its predecessor — the new (PU foamed) OrthoLite
footbed provides a comfortable and soft feel. This, combined
with a lower density PU outsole, maximizes stability and grip.
Along with the innovative flex technology and excellent shock
absorption, these shoes meet your expectations in every way.

THE COLLECTION

SHEPARD S3
›› Upper of Action leather/abrasion resistant PU toecap
›› Eyelets from metal
›› Steel penetration resistant insert
›› Steel toecap
›› Breathable mesh lining
›› Dual density PU-sole
›› Footbed (from PU foamed) OrthoLite
›› Width W
›› Size range: W 35-49
›› Uk size range: 2-14 (including 6.5 and 9.5)

The EAGLE collection features a variety of shoe types.
Each pair has the new developed outsole featuring the
Easy Rolling System® and the ingenious Tunnelsystem®,
as well as a premium footbed. The uppers are made from
the best upper material and the design of the shoe is
modest but trendy.
Designed to match the high standards, the EAGLE collection
delivers the kind of safety and performance at a price that is

FALCON S1 ESD
›› Upper of suede leather
›› Velcro closing
›› Steel toecap
›› Breathable mesh lining
›› Dual density PU-sole
›› Footbed (from PU foamed) OrthoLite
›› Width W
›› Sizes: 35-49
›› Uk size range: 2-14 (including 6.5 and 9.5)

unmatched in the industry.
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THE NAME
EAGLE

International assortment

EAGLE is the name of the most
famous spacecraft (lander) that
allowed the Apollo 11 commander
Neil Armstrong to land on the Moon.
Within the Apollo program there
were nine spacecrafts and six
of them landed on the Moon.
Each shoe model in our EAGLE
collection is named after one of the
spacecrafts or their commanders.

ANTARIS S3
›› Upper of Action leather/abrasion resistant PU toecap
›› Eyelet: webbing and metal
›› Steel penetration resistant insert
›› Breathable mesh lining
›› Dual density PU-sole
›› Footbed (from PU foamed) OrthoLite
›› Width W
›› Size range: W 35-49
›› Uk size range: 2-14 (including 6.5 and 9.5)

CONRAD S3
›› Upper of Action leather/abrasion resistant PU toecap
›› Eyelet: webbing and metal
›› Steel penetration resistant insert
›› Steel toecap
›› Breathable mesh lining
›› Dual density PU-sole
›› Footbed (from PU foamed) OrthoLite
›› Width W
›› Size range: W 35-49
›› Uk size range: 2-14 (including 6.5 and 9.5)
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Easy Rolling System®

DETAILS MAKE
THE DIFFERENCE

Tunnelsystem®
Traction

Propulsion

Flex area
EM
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FLE

Flex area

Stability

Beside this subtle adaptation we

Shank

use the ingenious Tunnelsystem®,

Brake

which we developed with the
renowned prof. dr. W. Baumann,
professor in biomechanics.
This recognisable notch in the heel
(the tunnel) can deform when it
comes down, to spread the pressure

Grip

over a larger surface area.
This built-in shock absorber thus
spares the joints and keeps the

For the EAGLE collection we use a lower density PU outsole with a lighter weight with good SRC slip
resistance. To prevent feet becoming tired we use in the outsole the Easy Rolling System®, a subtle
adaptation with major consequences. By pre-forming the front of the foot the natural motion of
the foot is supported in an optimum way. The effect of this is energy saving and comfort increasing.
It is details of this kind which make the difference on the work floor.

wearer upright. By spreading the
load, it also gives the heel extra
stability. This prevents tiredness,
loss of concentration and hence
a great many accidents.
All this, together with the OrthoLite
footbed, the EAGLE offers maximum
comfort and shock absorption
while, at the same time, keeps your
feet cool, dry and healthy.
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